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��-his special issue opens a dialogue among scholars from across the disciplines 

who are grappling with the theoretical, ethical and practical issues inherent 

in negotiating difference when interacting with the "Other" in their work in 

community-based literacy programs. The contributors to this issue help shape a conver

sation long overdue in service-learning. Given its intentionally interdisciplinary scope 

and the refreshing range of theories, rhetorical styles, methods of analysis, settings and 

populations considered in its pages, this issue is, wcll, diverse. 

Arranged in two sections and focusing mainly on theoretical and pedagogical issues, 

the articles describe many different innovative cowses and programs. While all inte

grate theory and praxis, those in the first section are concerned more with macro-level 

issues such as theory building and program administration, while those in the latter 

section ground their discussions within a particular course or setting. 

We begin with a provocative creative-nonfiction essay, Steve Zimmer's "The Art 

of Knowing Your Place: White Service Learning Leaders and Urban Community 

Organizations.• Zimmer considers the role Whites should adopt while working in mi

nority-majority organizations and communities, and reflects on the sometimes blurry 

line between professional and personal identities that the ally must nevertheless honor. 

Paul Butler's article, "The GED as Transgender Literacy: Performing in the Learning/ 

Acquisition Borderland," also describes a dynamic tension between professional and 

personal identities, created in this case within the socially defined and institutionally 

enforced categories of educated White/incarcerated Black or heterosexual/homosexu

al/transsexual, categories that are as rigid and permeable as the detention center where 

Butler locates his narrative. Drawing on the work of Judith Butler and James Gee, 

Butler proposes a transgender literacy that shows how the confluence of"distance" 

and "similarity can offer us a useful way of rereading literacy. Next, in "Exploring 

Difference in the Service-Learning Oassroom: Three Teachers Write about Anger, 

Sexuality, and Social Justice," Angelique Davi, Michelle Dunlap, and Ann E. Green 

reread their classrooms and curricular choices as they engage students in dialogues 
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